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Appendix A 
 

Prefabrication process 

The prefabrication process is the start of the complete manufacturing process at TMC 

where all the main beam sections, plates, cross member, additional subassembly 

sections and components used to fabricate a finished trailer chassis is cut, bended, 

slotted, and grinded before the chassis is fabricated in the fabrication section.  

Steel material is withdrawing from stores according to the bill of materials (BoM) 

provided to the stores and production by the engineering department. Workers use 

these engineering drawing provided to cut and shape steel according to the 

requirements in drawings for each individual trailer chassis type to be manufactured. 

Flow chart of the fabrication process of a trailer chassis is as shown in Figure A - 1 . 
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Figure A - 1. Flow chart for the fabrication process 
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Fabrication process 

Most of the value addition for the entire trailer chassis take place at the fabrication 

stage; cross member, main beams, plates, subassemblies come together to form the 

final trailer chassis. Fitters’ workers carry out the detail work of setting up, aligning, 

and tack welding trailer parts according to drawings as provided by engineering 

department, next the welders carry out the complete welding of each trailer parts as 

fitted by the fitter workers. Once the welding process is complete the trailer chassis is 

grinded and cleaned by the finishing crew for the next stage of the trailer chassis 

process which is the shot blasting prior to the painting stage. The flow chart for the 

fabrication process is illustrated in Figure A - 1. 

Shot blasting process 

Flow chart for the shot blasting process of a trailer chassis is show in Figure A - 2. 

 

Figure A - 2. Flow chart for the shot blasting process 

TMC carries out near white metal blast finishing to SA 2.5 grade; which cleans the 

surface from all types of oil, grease, dirt, rust scales, mill scales, oxides, paints and 
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coating. Grit to be used for the blasting process consists of two types, spherical shape 

grit and random sharp edged shapes. The sharp edged grit aid the chipping off of 

surface residues while the spherical shaped grit aid the surface hardening process. The 

grit blasting process being very hazardous, it is carried out in blasting booths which 

are enclosed with operators dressed with special suits to avoid any injuries caused by 

accidents.  

A typical grit blasting process will last 3 to 4 hours on a standard skeletal trailer, the 

process may consume additional time depending on the trailer chassis being grit 

blasted. Once the blasting process has been completed and the quality approval is give 

the remaining grit is cleaned off and collected to be used for another trailer chassis. 

Below is a list of metal surface blasting types: 

 Brush off Blast: Clean surface from all types of oil, grease, dirt, loose rust 

scales, loose mill scales and loose paint or coatings. Tightly adhered rust 

scales, mill scales and coatings will remain on the treated metal surface. 

 Commercial Blast: Clean surface from all types of oil, grease, dirt, rust 

scales, mill scales, paint and coatings. Slight shadows, streaks or 

discolorations caused by rust stains, mill scale oxides or tight residues of paint 

can be remain. 

 Near white metal blast: Clean surface from all types of oil, grease, dirt, rust 

scales, mill scales, oxides, paints and coatings. Very slight discolorations 

caused by rust stain, mill scale oxides or slight and tight residues of paint can 

be remain; 95% of all visible areas will be free of all types of residues. 

 White metal blast: Clean surface from all residues mentioned above. Treated 

surface will have a grey-white uniform metallic colour. 

Painting process 

The next process on completion of the grit blasting process is the painting process. 

The trailer chassis is rolled onto the painting booth, where the first primer layer will 

be applied to trailer chassis and left to cure. The curing time will depend on the type 

primer being used on trailer chassis.  
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A makeup layer of cataloy is applied to covered fabrication defects, finishing of 

catoloy applied surface is done by sanding and levelling as required. Thickness issues 

and coating issues are identified by quality assurance, where locations are marked; the 

second primer coating is applied and let to dry. 

Trailers operating under port conditions will use an epoxy based top coat while road 

trailer chassis will be top coated with an automotive paint scheme; Epoxy based paint 

schemes are suitable to harsh salty and wet environment, while the inexpensive 

automotive paint coat is suitable for normal road conditions. 

The top coat will be applied to individual chassis depending on the operational 

environment. The amount of paint applied will be decided on the dry film thickness 

(DFT) and wet film thickness (WFT) values. Quality control will measure both WFT 

and DFT values required for both port and road trailer chassis and approve chassis for 

the mechanical and electrical assembly process. If DFT and WFT values fall short of 

required standards, re-coating will be done and quality inspected for approval to 

proceed with the next process of trailer chassis manufacturing.  

Flow chart for the painting process of a trailer chassis is show in Figure A - 3. 

Assembling process 

The next major value addition that the trailer chassis under goes it at the assembly 

process, the assembling process can be further categorized into two stages; the 

mechanical assembling and electrical assembly.  

Mechanical assembly involves the attachment of trailer axles and suspension, king 

pin, landing gears, tyres and rims, and the break system of the trailer. The electrical 

system assembly process involves the assembling of all the basic electrical 

components necessary for the functioning of the trailer according to road regulations 

and standards. Further, any customizations required as per customer is handled at this 

stage of the process.  
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Figure A - 3. Flow chart of the painting process 
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Production process 

Section wise simplified brake down of the production process is show in Figure A - 4. 

 

Figure A - 4. Simplified section wise brake down of the production process 
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Historic data on percentage of rework hours (Financial year 2014-2017) 

 Rework Hours 
Section FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016 FY 2016/2017 
Fabrication 60% 70% 55% 
Shot blasting 0% 0% 0% 
Painting 40% 30% 45% 
Total Hrs. (%). 100% 100% 100% 

Table A - 1. Percentage of manufacturing rework hours over a three year period 

Takt time calculation 

Work time per morning shift = 7:30 am to 5:30 pm 

Total available time = 600 minutes  

Break times (lunch and tea breaks) = 30 minutes + (2 x 30 minutes) = 60 minutes 

Available work time per shift = 600 – 60 minutes = 540 minutes  

Customer demand per shift = 4 trailer chassis 

푇푎푘푡 푡푖푚푒 =
Available work time per shift
Customer demand per shift  

푇푎푘푡 푡푖푚푒 =
540

4  

        = 135 minutes 

        = 2.25 hours/trailer 
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Company TMC’s factory layout  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure A - 5. TMC's factory layout 
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Spaghetti diagram of welder fitter movement in the fabrication section 

  

Figure A - 6. Welder fitter movement-Spaghetti diagram 
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Main effects (Variables) Interactions 
Replicated 

response values 
No. of 
Runs 

Run 
Order A B C AB AC BC TMC Y1 Y2 Y3 Ȳ ś 

1 2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 274 247 263 261.35 13.6003 
2 6 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 172 196 178 171.85 6.52821 
3 8 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 253 230 260 247.92 15.8278 
4 7 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 152 145 138 145.08 7.12537 
5 5 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 233 249 229 237.15 10.5008 
6 4 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 132 144 125 133.65 9.6134 
7 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 213 210 200 207.72 6.86592 
8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 112 102 113 108.88 5.99924 

Ȳ @ -1 238.533 201 206.55 190.283 190.45 190.45 186.95 
Ȳ @ +1 139.867 177.4 171.85 188.117 187.95 187.45 191.45 

∆ -98.67 -23.60 -34.70 -2.17 -2.50 -3.50 -4.50 
∂ @ -1 11.6987 10.0607 10.7704 9.70884 7.75508 10.7669 9.30124 
∂ @ +1 7.31655 8.95459 8.24485 9.30643 11.2602 8.24841 9.71403 

∂ -4.3822 -1.1061 -2.5256 -0.4024 3.50511 -2.5185 0.41279 
effect -98.667 -23.6 -34.7 -2.1667 -2.5 -3.5 4.5 
SS 58410.7 3341.76 7224.51 28.1667 37.5 73.5 121.5 

Table A - 2. Detailed main effect and interaction tabulation for the fabrication process 
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Multiple regression equation as a function of standard deviation (fabrication 

process) 

Equation generated for multiple regression model with interactions present: 

ŝ =  ś + 
휕퐴
2  퐴 + 

휕퐵
2  퐵 +

휕퐶
2 퐶 +

휕퐴퐵
2 퐴퐵 +

휕퐴퐶
2 퐴퐶 +

휕퐵퐶
2 퐵퐶 +  

휕퐴퐵퐶
2  퐴퐵퐶 

+  Ɛ  

ŝ =  9.51 − 2.19퐴 − 0.55퐵 − 1.26퐶 − 0.20퐴퐵 + 1.75퐴퐶 − 1.26퐵퐶 +  0.21퐴퐵퐶

+  Ɛ 

Simplified equation for multiple regression model without interactions present: 

ŝ =  ś + 
휕퐴
2  퐴 + 

휕퐵
2  퐵 +

휕퐶
2 퐶 +  Ɛ  

ŝ =  9.51 − 2.19퐴 − 0.55퐵 − 1.26퐶 +  Ɛ 

Interaction plot AB 

 

Figure A - 7. Interaction plot AB for the fabrication process 
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Interaction plot AC 

 

Figure A - 8. Interaction plot AC for the fabrication process 

Interaction plot BC 

 

Figure A - 9. Interaction plot BC for the fabrication process 
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Main effects (Variables) Interactions 
Replicated response 

values 
No. of 
Runs 

Run 
Order A B C AB AC BC TMC Y1 Y2 Y3 Ȳ ś 

1 2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 246 255 240 247.167 7.522 
2 6 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 162 170 150 160.5 10.037 
3 8 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 212 200 180 1907.5 16.393 
4 7 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 128 100 115 114.167 13.768 
5 5 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 212 240 210 220.833 16.646 
6 4 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 128 153 125 129.167 5.204 
7 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 178 191 188 185.833 6.526 
8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 94 85 120 99.5 18.255 

Ȳ @ -1 212.833 189.417 179.833 168.25 170.333 165.417 169.083 
Ȳ @ +1 125.833 149.25 158.833 170.417 168.333 173.25 169.583 

∆ -98.00 -40.17 -21.00 2.17 -2.00 7.83 0.50 
∂ @ -1 11.7718 9.8524 11.9305 9.5402 11.7444 13.0031 8.25522 
∂ @ +1 11.8164 13.7358 11.6577 14.048 11.8438 10.5851 15.333 

∂ 0.04462 3.88341 -0.2729 4.50782 0.09933 -2.418 7.07778 
effect -87 -40.167 -21 2.1667 -2 7.83333 0.5 
SS 45414 9680.17 2646 28.1667 24 368.167 1.5 

Table A - 3. Detailed main effect and interaction tabulation for the painting process 
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Multiple regression equation as a function of standard deviation (painting 

process) 

Equation generated for multiple regression model with interactions present: 

ŝ =  ś + 
휕퐴
2  퐴 + 

휕퐵
2  퐵 +

휕퐶
2 퐶 +

휕퐴퐵
2 퐴퐵 +

휕퐴퐶
2 퐴퐶 +

휕퐵퐶
2 퐵퐶 +  

휕퐴퐵퐶
2  퐴퐵퐶 

+  Ɛ  

ŝ =  11.79 + 0.02퐴 + 1.94퐵 − 0.136퐶 + 2.254퐴퐵 + 0.0497퐴퐶 − 1.209퐵퐶

+  3.54퐴퐵퐶 +  Ɛ 

Simplified equation for multiple regression model without interactions present: 

ŝ =  ś + 
휕퐴
2  퐴 + 

휕퐵
2  퐵 +

휕퐶
2 퐶 +  Ɛ  

ŝ = 11.79 + 0.02퐴 + 1.94퐵 − 0.136퐶 +  Ɛ 

Interaction plot AB 

 

Figure A - 10. Interaction plot AB for the painting process 
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Interaction plot AC 

 

 

Figure A - 11. Interaction plot AC for the painting process 

Interaction plot BC 

 

 

Figure A - 12. Interaction plot BC for the painting process 
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Interview questions 

 What is the most time-consuming process in the trailer chassis manufacture? 

 Does the upper management not know of the excess man hours spent on each 

process? 

 How would you rate each process according to time consumption? 

 Are these processes consuming unnecessary time? 

 Why do you think these processes consume this excess time? 

 Is their nothing being done to reduce time waste inappropriately? 

 Why don’t these barriers be rectified/overcome? 

 Do you think the outcome will change if implemented? 

 Will these process changes if incorporated meet standards and achieve 

customer satisfaction on the long run? 

Interview Transcription 

Interview A:  

Interviewer: MBA research student 

Interviewee: Work study officer (Level: Executive) 

Interview setting: Interview conducted in office (meeting room) at TMC’s 

manufacturing factory building. The interview was conducted at 5.00 pm on 

Wednesday afternoon. 

Total Time (interview duration): 15 Minutes Approximately. 

Recording start time at 15 seconds 

Interviewer> Hello, thank you for coming 

Interviewer> This is with regard to the interview questions I spoke over the phone 

earlier today. 

Interviewee> Ok. Sure, can we start then? 

Interviewer> Yes. Hmm. Let’s start off with, a brief description of the manufacturing 

process at  
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Company TMC?  

Interviewee> hmm...ok. The manufacturing process is of five separate sections, the 

prefabrication, fabrication, shot blasting and assemble section. Everything starts off in 

the pre fabrication. Firstly, we input the main beam to the pre fabrication section, then 

they marking the beams and cutting the parts for the trailers. Then there is the jig, 

after that main beam send to the jig to assemble the parts for the trailer, example the 

assembly of the cross members, side rave etc. 

Interviewee> Fabrication is the next process, at the end of the jig process the complete 

trailer send to the fabrication to fabricate and welding all parts fabricate in fabrication 

section. 

Interviewee> Blasting process follows next, Complete the full trailer, it is send the 

blasting to remove the rust in trailer. 

Interviewee>  The painting process is where after the rust remove paint the trailer 

Primer paint, filler paint, top coat paint. 

Interviewee> The last process is the assemble, end of the painting the tyres, break 

system, electric are assemble in assemble section. 

Interviewer> Ok.  

Interviewer> What is the most time consuming process in your opinion? 

Interviewee> Prefabrication section takes a lot of time is what I think 

Interviewer> So if you had to select two processes which consume the most time, 

what would they be? 

Interviewee> First its prefabrication...hmm...then would be the painting section 

Interviewer> What reasons would you say causes more time at these sections? 

Interviewee> err... reasons would be, idle hours, natural reasons; lightning, rain etc.., 

leaves, lights, limited people at workstations, machine breakdown, material delays, 

internal transport, drawing delays. 

Interviewer> Do you think there are any solutions to this? 

Interviewee> Solutions would for idle hours would be to increase people and repair 

the machines at factory. 
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Interviewer> Ok...hmm... So now that we have identified the two processes that 

consume the most man hours, what variables would affect their performance with 

most weighted variable first? 

Interviewee> In prefabrication, would be Man power, machine breakdown, material 

delays, lighting conditions, drawing delays and material transport. 

Interviewee> For painting, worker skill level would be more, material delays, lighting 

conditions and man power too. 

Interviewer> Ok. thanks. Is there any other think you would like to share? 

Interviewee> that would be most I can think of 

Interviewer> Ok. Thanks for coming  

Interviewee> No problem. 

Summary of interview A 

The summary of interview A is presented in Table B - 1. The highest weighted 

variable is represented at the top of the list for each respective process. Man power 

contributes significantly to the prefabrication process while worker skill level makes 

the highest contribution for the painting process as per interview.  
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Interview A Time consuming processes Affecting variables 

Work Study Executive Prefabrication Man power 

Machine breakdown 

Material delays 

Lighting conditions 

Drawing delays 

Material transport 

Painting Worker skill level 

Material delays 

Lighting conditions 

Man power 

Table B - 1. Interview A summary 
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Interview B:  

Interviewer: MBA research student 

Interviewee: Assistant Design Manager (Level: Manager) 

Interview setting: Interview conducted in office (meeting room) at TMC’s 

manufacturing factory building. The interview was conducted at 3.00 pm on 

Wednesday afternoon. 

Total Time (interview duration): 33 Minutes Approximately. 

Recording start time at 10 seconds. 

Interviewer> Ok, thank you for coming on short notice, shall we start off with the 

questions, would be… 

Interviewee> Ok. 

Interviewer> Could you please describe the manufacturing process at Company 

TMC? 

Interviewee> The process starts from beam handling to the point where the trailer 

comes out. So, because of that manufacturing process has a few steps: first is 

prefabrication, the start of the lines, fabrication where the welding, grinding and 

finishing takes place, the blasting, where the chassis is blasting there is a separate 

process in which a separate team is present to do the blasting. These people are 

present at times in the painting too. Both processes have helpers common to both. 

Some people are only for blasting, some are only for painting because of that there are 

specified people, like in other sections.  

Interviewee> Then paint, in paint, when finished we come to assembly section. 

Interviewee> Assembly section, electrical, brakes, tyres get assembled. Any defect in 

trailer are made up here. Let’s say a landing leg brand changed to another brand for 

some reason then the process takes place at assembling position (2:40).  

Interviewee> In all of this there is a supervisor, supervisors include prefabrication one 

number, in charge of beam handling to part cutting is in charge. Under is a charge 

handler, there are two charge handle, I’m sure of the exact number, you could check 

with HR; mostly two numbers.   

Interviewer> Are there any team leaders?  
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Interviewee> No team leader, team leader would be the supervisors. 

Interviewee> So, drawings handed to the supervisors we actually give to the 

production in charge. Currently being given to the assistant production manager, he 

gives them to the supervisors, actually under him are two executives, they do it. 

Under them are the supervisors, three in total. Similarly for fabrication, painting and 

rest (5.00) 

Interviewer> what process would you think is the most time consuming process in the 

whole manufacturing process? Would it be either the prefabrication, fabrication, shot 

blasting, painting or assembling process? 

Interviewee> For example if we consider a terminal trailer with a fabricated beam 

with a normal standard trailer beam, cycle time will be two. 

Interviewer> Ok, let’s take a standard terminal trailer for our case, then? 

Interviewee> The most time would be for... hmm… Prefabrication, parts cutting, 

guides bending, sub assembly welding, gussets and beams cutting. In line the parts get 

welded in jig and go out, so what I think is it should be prefabrication that is the most.  

Interviewee> Next would be fabrication lines. 

Interviewer> Why not the painting process? 

Interviewee> Painting will change, for example if we are using a single colour it 

won’t be an issue but for the current terminal trailer the chassis is one colour and 

guides go with two different colours so then it would be the painting (7:26). Guides 

would be needed to be covered with paper and masking tape, and paint next colour, so 

more time. 

Interviewer> Ok 

Interviewer> But…won’t painting take more time for curing and all that? 

Interviewee> So you’re asking for the total consuming time? 

Interviewer> Yes. 

Interviewee> Then paint would be! 

Interviewee> According to the level of work, most work would be at fabrication, but 

if we look at most amount of time consumed it would be paint. Man hours would be 
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fabrication, more work also being present. The more the number of parts involved the 

man hours consumed increased. 

Interviewer> So now that we have identified the two processes that consume the most 

man hours, what variables would affect their performance?  

Interviewee> To reduce time the easiest way would be to increase number of 

labourers, there are few reasons to why this cannot be done too; it would be after 

some time they would be idle when not work is there, and so on… so it would be 

better to get labours temporally or outsource them. 

Interviewee> The next good option would be taking skilled labourers, reworks would 

be less. There are limitations for these right. 

Interviewee> Material not arriving at correct times, the planned process according to 

times would not work out since carder allocations is done and so on. 

Interviewer> how about movement? 

Interviewee> What I think is it’s a hard thing to do, because these people will be like 

not free to do work but be like settled. Since we are designing customized trailers. So 

fixed parts would be hard to do. This spare inventory issue would arise, I think 

movement won’t have a big change. 

Interviewee> Another variable would be no labelling of materials by stores. So 

cutting the wrong materials would result, this is rework time.  

Interviewee> Lighting won’t be a major issue only if working at night mainly, mostly 

it will affect the assembling teams rather than the welding teams. Fitters will have a 

hard time.  

Interviewer> How could we then reduce the time consumed at painting section? 

Interviewee> Hmm. To reduce the time at painting section, would be to bring paint 

with less curing time. Ha-ha. I thinks that’s an issue, what else? 

Interviewer> Ha-ha yes.  

Interviewer> Do you think lighting has an impact? 

Interviewee> Yes it does. More parts more time will be used. 
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Interviewee> Defective chassis, will have more cataloy applying time too. The use of 

a single coat instead of two coat. We have tested this for the export market. But no 

positive responses were received. Time saved using this method for single coat 

instead of two coat. So issue came doing single coat, if we could solve this it would 

be a great saving (21:12) 

Interviewer> Do you know the issue? 

Interviewee> I don’t know, it’s better to ask the production manager with regard to 

this. 

Interviewee> Skill also plays a big factor in painting, less waste too.  

Interviewee> Another reason would be if the paint doing trailer is not managed well, 

for example: the paint material is not ready, such as mixing, getting ready if a trailer is 

rushed urgently. It is hard on them if not managed. 

Interviewee> Material delays also has the same problem. 

Interviewer> Could you tell me the factors according to order of importance? 

Interviewer> Let’s start with painting? 

Interviewee> Ok. Single coat is the best option, but this is in paint selection not an 

external so we can’t take this.  

Interviewee> Skill labours is a first, time taken and overall cost will reduce. 

Interviewee> Lighting is a problem when painting light colours to trailer chassis. 

Takes more time. So yes. 

Interviewee> Less defects present in trailer, low catloy used faster out (26:38) 

Interviewer> Can we implement this?  

Interviewee> Yes, it is possible. Defects should be checked properly by quality to 

ensure this, 100% checked, more check time involved, but not always possible.  

Interviewer> Could you tell me the factors according to order of importance in 

prefabrication? 

Interviewee> Sure. Large number of labours 
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S Interviewee> killed is not a big issue, in prefabrication, for example, can use normal 

people (basic skill level) for cutting in my opinion, such as the use of CNC, a lot of 

machine work, so not much an effect.  

Interviewee> The use of a jig for sub-assemblies have shown to reduce time, also 

reduce errors. 

Interviewee> Next would be material labelling as I have told you earlier. 

Interviewer> Ok.  

Interviewer> Ok. 

Interviewer> Thank you for sharing your insights 

Summary of Interview B 

The summary of Interview B is presented in Table B - 2. The highest weighted 

variable is represented at the top of the list for each process. “Man power” made a 

major impact on the prefabrication process while the “Paint system” made a 

significant impact on the painting process as per interview carried out.  

Interview B Time consuming processes Affecting variables 

Assistant Design Manager Prefabrication Man power 

Jig design 

Material labelling 

Painting Paint system  

Worker skill level 

Lighting conditions 

Fabrication defects 

Table B - 2. Interview B summary 

The details on the key highlighted points of the variables affecting each process as per 

interview discussion with the Assistant Design Manager includes:  

 Man power - increasing the work force within the prefabrication section will lead 

to decrease in cycle time, leading to greater efficiency, but according to the 
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interview it was stated that there is a down side that results with the increase in 

work force such as the accumulation of idle persons when there is no production 

taking place within the respective sections; alternatively subcontracting or 

outsourcing work could be the better solution 

 Jig design - developing a jig for each sub assembly could reduce the overall time 

taken for production; the need for measuring, checking and repeating the same 

process for each individual trailer chassis sub assembly is mitigated thus saving 

time 

 Material labelling - The importance of material labelling was stressed in the 

interview, since steel raw material is placed out at various locations the incorrect 

identifying of thicknesses and dimensions resulted in cutting of the wrong 

materials for chassis production thus consuming more unnecessary time and 

material waste (scrap). This could be minimized by having a proper labelling 

system to identify the exact location of the correct materials required; since the 

amount of steel raw materials present within the facilities is vast, having a 

memory location in people mind is insufficient to identify the correct storage 

areas accurately without a proper labelling system 

 Paint system – use of a single coat paint system will reduce the cycle time 

drastically; currently TMC is using a dual coat painting system which consumes a 

noticeable large amount of processing time; painting of first layer then the drying 

time involved and the repainting of second layer to match required DFT thickness  

 Worker skill level – having skilled labours is vital for the reduction in time used 

for the painting process, it results in low rework and less waste of paint for the 

overall process 

 Lighting conditions – having sufficient light is a necessity when painting, 

especially when painting light colours, where insufficient lighting will cause 

increased man hours consumed for the process 

 Fabrication defects – defective chassis arriving at the paining section will result 

in increased time used for the cover up of these defects; these defects could be the 

cause of material, fabrication errors, or insufficient quality inspections leading to 

the increased numbers of defects present when reaching the painting process.  

Further, it was noted in the interview that: movement does not make a significant 

contribution to the prefabrication and fabrication processes respectively. Lighting 
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will only affect the night performance for the assembling teams; which includes 

the fitters working on the chassis in the fabrication section carrying out the 

aligning and tack welding of chassis member.  
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Interview C:  

Interviewer: MBA research student 

Interviewee: Production Manager (Level: Manager) 

Interview setting: Interview conducted in office (meeting room) at TMC’s 

manufacturing factory building. The interview was conducted at 3.00 pm on Tuesday 

afternoon. 

Total Time (interview duration): 38 Minutes Approximately. 

Interview start time at 43 seconds 

Interviewer> Ok, thank you for being here, will start with the, questions, would be… 

Interviewer> Could you please describe the manufacturing process at Company 

TMC? 

Interviewee> Ok, The manufacturing is supported with the bill of materials, and three 

sets of drawings; where one set of drawings goes to quality assurance department, for 

their checking,  the other set of drawings goes to the prefabrication section and the 

second sets of drawings goes to fabrication and assembly section, and the second set 

of drawings goes to the mechanical and electrical assembly section, so with that also 

the production plan is supported and the production planning is done by the basically 

accounting all the monthly planned production and deliveries (2:27) we need and 

based on the product variety, where line balancing and man power allocation is done, 

in the previous month. So based on these man power allocations and later on the 

BOM and supported drawings (2:51). The manufacturing happens; the process goes 

on from withdrawing materials from stores, and prefabrication of parts and main 

girders, etc., from prefabrication section, assembling of main girders and cross 

sections to Jig of fabrication section, then fabrication assembling (building 

assembling) of the parts and the main cross members of the chassis in the fabrication 

section, In the same fabrication section there is a fabrication finishing station after that 

(3:30), the chassis is transported to the sandblasting section, where the sandblasting 

takes places; the corrosion and debris left are cleaned for the surface preparation of 

primer and painting (3:55). After this shot and grit blasting, after preparation the 

chassis surface for S.A 2.5 standard the chassis is transported to the painting booth, 

where, first a primer layer of more than 78 microns is applied and after the curing 
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time of the first primer layer, the makeup of with cataloy layer and other works takes 

place. (4:48) 

Interviewer> is this for port trailer painting? 

Interviewee> It’s for both port and road trailers 

Interviewer> Ok. 

Interviewee> Where the thickness issues and primer covering issues are identified by 

the quality assurance department; locations are marked on the chassis and the second 

primer patching coat layer on chassis for road trailers are done, and if it’s a port trailer 

then the second full layer of primer takes place according to the required thickness 

(5:25). And to cover the makeup, and after the curing time of the second primer layer 

Interviewer> How long does it take to cure? 

Interviewee> The first primer layer has to be fully cured, which takes, it depends with 

the type of primer used and for the second primer coat, it has to be just touch dry. 

(6:08) Touch dry mean, when you touch the painted surface the paint should not 

remove off and come to your hand. Then it’s said to be suitable for the application of 

the over-coat (top coat). The top coat is then applied on top of the primer layer, where 

ever additional top coat is required that is also added. Then after the curing time the 

chassis moves to the assembly section. 

Interviewee> In the assembly section where the mechanical assembly works of axles, 

brakes, and landing gears takes place. And the electrical assembly of tail lights and 

the reverse horn or whatever is required by customer is added (7:15). 

Interviewee> After the assembling, the final product inspection takes place then 

finished of the trailer manufacturing.  (7:30) 

Interviewer> what process would you think is the most time consuming process in the 

whole manufacturing process? Would it be either the prefabrication, fabrication, shot 

blasting, painting or assembling process? 

Interviewee> Time has many definitions, would you mean cycle time which is one 

when we consider manufacturing. 

Interviewer> Yes, I meant to say cycle time. 

Interviewee> Ok. Yes. Yes.  
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Interviewee> From the cycle time point of view, the cycle time of the fabrication 

section depends with the amount of man power needed. Ya? (8:02) 

Interviewee> The painting section it’s different, the cycle time is not only defined by 

the man power but also by the curing time.  

Interviewer> So both fabrication and painting process have a longer cycle time? 

(8:23) 

Interviewee> Depending with the product, either fabrication or the painting sections 

would consume the most time. 

Interviewer> I would be analysing for a normal terminal trailer 

Interviewee> It also depends, if you take a normal terminal trailer, if has two or more 

colours, then the, if you take it like this, say you have guides with one colour and the 

body with another colour, what takes place in the painting section is first the primer 

coat, makeup work, makeup primer coat, then painting of guides is done after that 

covering the painted surface fully (guides). In order to cover the surface the paint 

should be fully cured; where you can use either ploythene or paper to cover. Ok? 

Interviewee> So after that (9:51), the body paint, cured and then only will you 

proceed to the assembly section. Additionally the primer application, applying paint 

to guides, curing time of the paint of the guides, the covering time of guides, has to be 

taken into consideration. With the colour the cycle time change. (10:31) 

Interviewer> If you consider the fabrication and painting section, do you think there 

are any variables that affect cycle time? (10:51) 

Interviewee> Ya, for the manufacturing section at TMC what we could do to decrease 

the cycle time, we would need to increase the capacity of the painting section. 

Because at a time with the current facilities you can accommodate only one chassis at 

a time in the painting booth, so that the people painting have to paint it, they have a 

wait time also for when the next chassis come to booth since the fabrication process is 

still happening and at the same time also paint it. So there is a waiting time, kind of a 

change over time. (12:10).  

Interviewer> If we consider the skill level of the workers will this affect the cycle 

time? 
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Interviewee> It depends on the attitude and team work, to work as a team (13:14), if 

the attitude of the workers to work as a team is low it will effect. If there is a trainer in 

the team of five welders, what they do is, the four welders who are skilled will tend to 

complete their respective areas of weld and they take their reset and let the 

beginner/trainee welder to complete his side. So if the trainee welder takes 5.5 hours 

and the other welders take only 4.5 hours, the skill welder takes that 1 hour as leisure 

time, so that the completing time will be 5.5 hours. The supervisors always push them 

to do the others job also, the trainee welders job also however.  

Interviewer> Do you think there are any other factors such as lighting conditions, 

movement? 

Interviewee> Hmm… movements is very less, if the carder is allocated to work in 

their well-defined positions of their respective areas then the possibility we have to 

reduce the movement is very low, very low. 

Interviewee> It’s actually like this. In the fabrication section the opportunity we have 

is , if we maintain the correct  line balancing , now there are teams when we form a 

fabrication line there are few teams; the team number 1 is the begin team, they have to 

supply two production lines. (16:10), begin team comprise with two or more fitters 

and one or two welder and one finisher. Right. Then we come to the initial fitting 

section which comprise of one or two fitters with a helper. After initial fitting, the 

initial fitting team has to be, the basic items like the upside down position of the 

section, depending with the product there can be two teams to do the initial fitting or 

just one team. Then two welding teams (17:08), then two fitting teams to do the fitting 

works after turning the trailer chassis, then again the same welding team has to 

continue and then if there is any additional features to add to the chassis then an 

additional fitting team or fitters are required. Likewise there is a sequence of fitters 

and welders, fitting teams, these teams are needed to be balance in a product line. 

Depends with the product and product complexity. So if we have the right 

combination we have less movement and the second this is the variety of product mix 

then we struggle. Then we struggle, it is very difficult to balance. When we have a 

continuous line of twenty or more trailers it’s difficult to balance. 

Interviewer> So what about leave, accidents? Can we consider them to be factors to 

reduce cycle time?     
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Interviewee> That is there in any scenario anyhow, right. Accidents we have to take 

care of, absenteeism we have to give them leave. We have to give the leave, since 

they are doing hard work. They are also working with very tardiness sometimes, some 

people work both on Saturdays and Sundays and take one or two leaves in the week 

days it is clear since the work is tough on their bodies. What we have to do is we have 

to do a proper study on this and allocate enough man power to avoid absenteeism.  

Because in this product the portion of man power is very low, comprising the man 

power is very unwise decision. If we compromise the man power it would affect the 

quality and the cost of quality is very high. Cost of warranty; warranty comes under 

cost of quality. Compromising the cost of the man power cost to gain more is unwise 

in my point of view. (20:45) 

Interviewer> Could you say the same thing for the painting process? Skilled and 

unskilled workers? 

Interviewee> There should be a mix, there should be skilled people, trainees, and 

unskilled people; the people who do the minor works, such as helps. 

Interviewer> The catloy part? 

Interviewee> No. you can’t say catloy as a minor job, cataloy should be done with a 

skilled person. Yes. 

Interviewee> Minor job I mean is the looking after of the painting mixer, pump and 

the guiding tube, while the painters do the painting for example on top of trailer 

someone below should handle the painting hose otherwise it will drag along the trailer 

body and make painting defects. So those are the minor jobs. Preparations of the 

chassis, dry coating. Actually the people who are going to be future painters are doing 

that. 

Interviewer> How about lighting conditions with this effect painting?  (22:18) 

Lighting conditions have a significant effect mostly in painting, fabrication and 

welding. Do you know for welding also there should be enough lighting present! 

Interviewer> It’s hard to see the defects for the welding? 

Interviewee> I think for them to no do the welding but identify the areas to weld and 

depending on the difficult corners, depending on the rusty conditions of the welding 

seam, there is no quality of the weld if the preparation is not good. The welders do the 
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welding on the chassis which are not yet blasted. If we start welding on a very 

corroded edge, the welding will not give the fine finish, we have to brush and do the 

welding; so if they have not enough light they cannot see that. That is one. If they 

have to fill a grove which has a gap there should be light  and also they are expose to 

quick UV’s and quick darkness that is also for them very harsh. (24:04) 

Interviewer> so lighting conditions is also an important factor? 

Interviewee> Yes. A highly important factor. This is a very fine job. Especially for 

fabrications they should able to see the chalk mark, measuring tape, and unevenness.  

Interviewee> In the day time they have enough light, for this type of work it’s good to 

have 200 to 400 lux. In the night it drops to below 100 lux in most areas. For general 

work they should have at least 200 lux.  

Interviewer> Do you have any strategy for better implementation of to improve 

productivity on fabrication and painting sections any other ideas? 

Interviewee> Yes. In the fabrication section, we can have a chassis production line, 

Toyota use PLGL concept; it is a structured concept where in that structure team 

members, team leaders and group leaders are there group leaders are coming back like 

supervisors, team leaders handle five or more team members. Conceptually what they 

do is they improve the capacities and skill of individuals, and use leader to train the 

team leader so that the group leader becomes the coach of the team leader and the 

team leader coaches the team member and the team leader becomes the coach of the 

team members. So the responsibility of the getting the outcome of the learning of the 

students are up to them also. The structure ensures the big problem solving stages 

also. The problems arising from the operation are solved by team leaders at the time 

of the occurrence and they are supported by the team members who are well trained 

for the identifying the deviations. This team leaders are doing the five why kind of 

analysis for root cause, the group leaders also monitor them but the duty of the group 

leaders is to do a high level analysis not the day to day issues; they have to do further 

investigations etc.  

Interviewer> So this should be used for both the fabrication and painting process? 

(29:13) 

Interviewee> Yes. They should be given day to day problem solving, a culture of 

problem solving should be there, people right now do their work and do not have time 
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to check and adjust, they just do on what is given and when the pressure comes to 

them when faced a problem, they will just do the easy way out without trying to solve 

the problem and improve.  

Interviewer>  Can we implement this at TMC’s manufacturing process? 

Interviewee> Yes. Whatever the successful conceptual process implemented in the 

world can be implemented, but it should come from top to bottom, not from bottom to 

top, not from middle to bottom but from top to bottom. People on top should invest on 

this. Investing on these conceptual thing will not get the result in one month, 3 

months, 1 year but will take some time. The investments will not give the returns in 

on year.  After the second year or 1 and a half years later the results will come, 

especially by the cost of quality and cost of maintenance, cost of production will also 

drop.  One main important fact is to maintain a happier work force. 

Interviewer> Thank you for your valuable time 

Summary of Interview C  

The summary of Interview C is presented in Table B - 3. The variables are listed out 

with the highest weighted variable at the top of the list for each process selected. The 

main variable affecting the fabrication process was drawing to be “Man power” while 

the “Colour scheme” affected the painting process significantly.  
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Interview C Time consuming processes Affecting variables 

Production Manager Fabrication Man power 

Product mix 

Lighting conditions 

Skill level of workers 

Painting Colour scheme 

Curing time 

Lighting conditions 

Fabrication defects 

Capacity of the painting booth 

Table B - 3. Interview C summary 

The expanded view of the production manager’s opinion for the fabrication and 

painting process variables includes: 

 Man power – low numbers in man power will result in difficulties managing the 

fabrication line resulting in lower performance; higher man-hours consumed per 

unit of chassis production 

 Product mix – varying (changing) product range will result will in added 

assemblies, parts and design complexities that affect the fabrication process. 

Customized trailer chassis will have a significant effect on the time consumed  

 Light conditions – lighting will mainly affect the fitters and welder working in 

the fabrication section during low light at day time and have a significantly 

higher effect in the night. The inadequate lighting present will greatly affects the 

painting process which could lead to reworks if not managed properly    

 Skill level of workers – employing unskilled workers show lower production 

efficiencies when compared to skilled workers, employing skilled employees 

results in faster per unit chassis fabrication 

 Colour scheme – according to the colour scheme specified by the customer, if a 

trailer is to have two or more colours present then the cycle time will increase 

for the painting process 
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 Curing time – time taken to cure first applied coat on trailer, the primer coat and 

final coat of chassis will depend on the curing time at each stage 

 Fabrication defects – number of defects present in a single chassis units will 

result in rework hours spent to cover up the fabrication defects before the final 

painting process takes place, contributing to increase hours for the overall 

process 

 Capacity of the painting booth – increasing the capacity of the painting booth 

will result in continuous flow of trailer units through the painting section and 

will not result in a bottle neck at the painting process when high production 

volumes are present.  
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Further interviews with workers revealed 

 Material quality 

 Material defects 

 Material delays 

 Lighting conditions for painting and welding 

 Lack of work force 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


